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Overview
• Has the low hanging fruit been picked? I am seeing a lot of eyeballs on the same group of tickers now. As sentiment has improved, the QQQ’s 

are now green on the year, and coming off a strong overall week with a few astonishing moves, makes me wonder if the “easy” money is still to 
be had now? Admittedly, this report contains many of the same name's others are looking at. I will try hard to find some under the radar spots 
with solid fundamentals and technical setups, but they are far and few between right now. I have my best weeks/months when technical setups 
present themselves WHILE sentiment is offsides. We had that in April and last week. Now…not so much. Most of my attention will be on 
managing the positions I still have open and being selective to take on new risk.

• The leaders are really starting to separate themselves from the rest of the pack. This is something to pay attention to. IF they start to falter and 
we see the laggards catching a bid (outside the normal rotation) this could spell trouble for the market. 

• What is included?

• SPY review

• Long until wrong…again….

• Sentiment Read

• Information curtesy of by Helene Meisler (@hmeisler) and @sentimentrader

• Are we getting over heated? 

• Industry Group Leaders

• Information by Investors Business Daily and MarketSmith

• There are some strong names in strong groups. A great pond to cast your line and go fishing in.

• Fun With Charts- High School TA, Collegiate FA, Masters in Trader Psychology and a PHD in Position Management… That is my recipe. 

• VRTX, PTON, AMD, AVLR, CMG, EVER, FRPT, RNG, TREX , VRTX 

• Earnings

• Curtesy of Earnings Whisper (@eWhispers)



Strong week for the markets, with names like FSLY TWLO LVGO PTON GMAB CHGG absolutely crushing it. Watch for 

consolidation in these names for possible entry. The 5ema is still above the 10ema on SPY with summation index in buy mode. 

As I have said the last two reports, I am long until wrong. Keep It Simple Stupid and Follow Price (K.I.S.S.F.P)



Sentiment and Studies
Bottom left & Middle Chart- Provided by @sentimentrader

Left- The Popular tech fund hit 100 billion market cap according to SentimenTrader

on twitter. The last time it reached this level was 2007. Also by Sentimentrader is the 

middle lower chart, showcasing the outperformance of growth over value. He notes that 

this current move can only be compared to Dec 1999 and Feb of 2009. Both cases, 

according to him, saw growth underperform value moving forward. 

Posted by Helene Meisler (@hmeisler) we see the citigroup sentiment model now hit 

Euphoria. Interesting however, AAII index and consensus index is staying relatively 

flat and not showing an uptick yet in bullishness. 

Last week saw some massive moves off earnings. Many tech names broke out, some 

were up over 40% in a single day. Growth stocks are surging. Almost, maybe, just a 

little, feels a tad bit frothy to me. 



Industry Groups- IBD MarketSmith



High rated IBD stock, cup and handle with volume decreasing in handle. Almost textbook pattern. However, are there too many eyes on this 

one? I am long AMD and NVDA as well. Industry group moving up in rankings, showing strength. 



AVLR initially broke out before earnings on 58% increased volume. Reported and had a poor reaction, pulling back to 

pivot on increased volume, 59% of average. A little sloppy, but one to watch if it can hold the 95-pivot area. 



Might be too late for CMG entry, but wanted to throw in since I tweeted it multiple times. Beautiful low volume pullback in 

deep cup with handle. Pull back was above all key moving averages and right into the 8ema. Looking for 1,000 price in this one. 



263% above average volume on earnings gap to new highs. Consolidation above pivot on declining volume. There are a lot of 

examples of monster moves starting with high volume breakouts on earnings… will this one be next? 



Not a name I see a lot of eyes on. Deep cup with handle. Gapped lower on earnings but was immediately bought up. Watching for

high volume break of top of handle for possible entry.  



RNG previous big winner, broke out on only 25% above average volume. As long as it holds the 250 pivot, I would error on the 

side of being long. 



TREX might have been lost in the news of last weeks super winners, but this name broke out on back to back days of over 

80% increased volume and is holding the 110 pivot. 



#3 on IBD 50 list this week. Solid fundamentals with good accumulation. This one can run after it breaks out and could be a 

decent winner. 



PTON breaks out on over 400% average volume. Consolidates the next day. Look for some more sideways action then 

resumption of trend higher. 



TEAM   COUP    OKTA     VEEV    NOW    TTD
Still my go to list of names to watch closely   




